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•  Understand the importance of brand engagement on social and 
how it relates to larger business goals. 

 

•  Determine how to balance outbound brand messaging, trying to 
be relevant (in a constantly changing space) and taking care of 
day-to-day engagement. 

•  Learn some helpful tips and processes related to being efficient 
and effective with social brand engagement. 

Objectives 



A Look Back 
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Prior to 2014, Maytag had been a fading brand icon… 
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Key brand metrics had been in decline… 
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…Until the launch of the Maytag Man campaign 

The American Spirit is what’s inside all of us.  
And it is what’s been inside Maytag for over 100 years. 





•  Went from the lowest marketing investments in the category to 
the highest 

 

•  Increased total campaign awareness by +13.1pts* 

•  Showed improvements in Consideration (+2.5pts) and Purchase 
Intent (+2.7pts)* 

*Millward Brown Cross Media Report November 2014 

New Maytag Man campaign saw immediate success 



The Social Challenge 



….We were still struggling on social 

No 1:1 engagement No cultural relevance No personal connection 



The challenge of connectivity  

Maytag’s Dependability is about us and our products. 

 

But social media is about people, and they expect brands  

to connect with them on a human level, too. 

 

Our challenge was to bring humanity to Maytag in order to 
develop a trusting and rewarding relationship with our 

audience. 
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S T O R I E S !
T H A T  U N I T E .  FROM TO 

Product Billboard Inspired Conversation 

Cold Metal Authentic and Approachable 

Emotional and Shareable Content 

One-sided posts Two-way Interactions 

Product Messaging 

D I G I T A L L Y  E N A B L E D  

Focused Voice & Tone Unconnected POV 

The social transformation 



Our Approach 



The opportunity: an iconic character 
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The Maytag Man views the world through his 
unique lens as an appliance and brings humanity 

to cold metal by communicating his 
dependability, connecting to the audience with 

personal and entertaining interactions, and 
through his dry sense of humor. 

Leverage the Maytag Man to connect on social 



Maytag Man social communication strategy 

1:1 Engagement 
Culturally Relevant  

Trends Personality Posts 



1:1 Engagement 



Why engagement matters 

A customer who is fully engaged 
represents an average 23% premium 

in terms of share of wallet, 
profitability, revenue, and relationship 

growth compared with the average 
customer.  

 
 
 

In stark contrast, an actively 
disengaged customer represents a 

13% discount in those same 
measures. 



Why engagement matters 

Fully engaged customers have a strong emotional 
attachment to a company.  

 
They act as brand ambassadors for this company, rallying 
on its behalf to friends, family, and coworkers, and going 

out of their way to purchase its products or services.  



Maytag Man engagement strategy 

The Maytag Man engages one-on-one with fans, brands and 
influencers with an authentic and humorous voice. 

 
The Maytag Man dives into related conversations mentioning 

laundry, chores or other relevant items. 



Engagement best practice: 
Stay true to your brand voice & tone  



Engagement best practice:  
Establish strict rules & guidelines 

Maytag Man is always… 

The Appliance 

Strong and Sturdy 

Approachable 

Dependable 

Clever 

How this translates to social 

He always approaches social 
through his unique lens as the 

appliance. 

He does not break down or have 
weaknesses. He is reliable and 

powerful. 

He listens and participates in the 
conversation, supporting users with 

1:1 engagement. 

He is here to help others with their 
everyday tasks/chores. 

He has a dry sense of humor that is 
expressed in his 1:1 engagement and 

reactive opportunities. 



Engagement best practice:  
Create a bank of quick-turn, approved responses 



1:1 engagement example 



1:1 engagement example 



1:1 engagement example 

Interaction with 
Beverly Mitchell 
(7th Heaven) 



Culturally Relevant Trends 



Why relevance matters 

80% of all online content is  
user-generated. 

The increasingly coined “people’s internet.” 



Why relevance matters 

Consumers are increasingly savvy 
about detecting and avoiding social 

content that feels like an ad. 
 



Maytag Man culturally-relevant trend strategy 

The Maytag Man engages with reactive trends that relate to 
his world. 

 
The Maytag Man jumps into trends from an appliance-

centered perspective/POV. 



Relevance best practice:  
Develop quick-turn reactive process 

Listen & Monitor 

Identify 
Opportunities 

Share/Approve 
Creative 

Post, Engage, 
Amplify 



Relevance best practice:  
Uncover insights to understand what will resonate with your 
audience 



Relevance best practice:  
Always do a gut check to make sure the opportunity is right 

ü  Is it right for the brand? 

ü  Is it right for the audience? 

ü  Is it time- and cost-effective? 

ü  What does it look and feel like? 

ü  Where does it go & when? 

ü  Is it shareable? 

ü  What did we learn? 



Culturally relevant example  

Facebook Reactions Fuller House 



Culturally relevant example 

Star Wars Premiere 



Culturally relevant example 

Happy Pride 

Marriage Equality 
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Personality Posts 



Why brand personality matters 

Personal branding is becoming increasingly important 
because modern audiences tend to trust people more than 

corporations. 
 

 Personal branding allows you to establish a reputation and 
an identity while still maintaining a personal level of trust 

and interaction, usually through social media. 



Why brand personality matters 

“Don’t just give your customers something to talk about, 
give them somebody to talk about.” 

~Fast Company 



Maytag Man personality post strategy 

The Maytag Man tweets and posts about life and current 
events from his perspective as an appliance. 

 
This is an evergreen campaign centered on building out the 

Man’s personality on social. 



Personality best practice:  
Tap into content areas that make sense for the brand 

Home Renovation American Pride Humor/Sarcasm 

Maytag Man Unique POV  
(Appliance) 



Personality best practice:  
Don’t be afraid to take risks with the right opportunity 



Personality best practice:  
Evolve your brand personality based on success/failures 



Personality post example 

Maytag Does Movember 



Personality post example 

World Series Live-Tweeting 



Personality post example 

#MCM; #MachineCrushMonday 



Results 



Maytag Man on Facebook 

Exposure and engagement increased on Facebook significantly as a 
result of our shift in strategy, earning 477% more impressions YoY 
with a 1,220% increase in engagement rate. 

4.7x 12.2x 



Maytag Man on Twitter 

Similarly, leveraging Twitter for its strengths in image, video, and 
tent-pole activations helped elevate our social presence, earning 
188% more impressions and a 478% increase in engagement rate. 

1.8x 4.8x 



33.5x Increase in Total Owned Net Sentiment 

Efforts across social culminated in a 3,350% increase in Social 
Sentiment across social channels for the year. 

33.5x 



Taking Connection  
to the Next Level 



Questions? 
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Rachael Datz 
Associate Director,  
Social Strategy 
rachael.datz@digitas.com 
312-545-4606   
@RacDat 
 

Pic 

Thank you! 



Appendix 



Sources 

http://www.inc.com/jayson-demers/5-steps-to-building-a-personal-
brand-and-why-you-need-one.html 
 
 
http://www.ducttapemarketing.com/blog/the-brand-personality-test/ 
 
 
http://www.forbes.com/sites/85broads/2013/04/08/why-character-
is-a-branding-essential/#1da60449403d   


